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ABSTRACT.   Let H be a separable Hilbert space and H the nonstan-

dard hull of H with respect to an Kj-saturated enlargement.   Let S be a *-

finite dimensional subspace of *H such that the corresponding hyperfinite

dimensional subspace S of H contains H.   If T is a bounded operator on H,

then an extension A of T to S where Â is obtained from an internal '-linear

operator on S is called a hyperfinite extension of T.  It is shown that T has

a compact (selfadjoint) hyperfinite extension if and only if T is compact

(selfadjoint).   However T has a normal hyperfinite extension if and only if

T is subnormal.  The spectrum of a hyperfinite extension A equals the point

spectrum of Â, and if T is quasitriangular, A can be chosen so that the spec-

trum of Â equals the spectrum of T.  A simple proof of the spectral theorem

for bounded selfadjoint operators is given using a hyperfinite extension.

1. Preliminaries. The nonstandard hull of a normed space was introduced

by Luxemburg in [9]. The properties of these spaces have been investigated by

Henson, Cozart, and the author in [6], [7], [2], and [8]. We review the rele-

vant definitions here.

Let (E, II- • • II) be a normed space and let *M be an Kj -saturated enlarge-

ment [9] of a set theoretical structure M which contains (£", II • • • II ). An ele-

ment p E *E is called finite if * lip II is a finite element of *R and the set of fi-

nite elements of *E is denoted by fin(*£). The monad of 0 is defined by

J"(0) = {p: pE *E and *llpll is infinitesimal}.

Both fin(*£) and jli(O) are vector spaces over the same field as E. We denote the

quotient vector space fin(*£)//j(0) by E and the canonical quotient mapping of

fin(*£) onto E by it. A norm may be defined on E by letting llïï(p)ll be

st* 11/7II, where st is the standard part operator on *R. The normed space (Ê,
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II • • • II) is called the nonstandard hull of (E, II- • • II) (with respect to *M).

It is shown in [9] that under the assumption of Nj-saturation, (E, II • • • II)

is a Banach space. Further (E, II • • • II) may be considered as a subspace of (Ê,

II • • • II) by identifying x EE with n(*x). In the case that the original space is a

Hubert space H with inner product <...,...>, the nonstandard hull H is also a

Hubert space with the extended inner product (n(p), ii(q)) = st(*<p, <7>).

If S is a *-finite dimensional subspace of *E, then S = {n(p): p£Sn

tm(*E)} is called a hyperfinite dimensional subspace oí E [7]. We are interested

in hyperfinite dimensional subspaces S such that S DE. It is easy to show that

since *M is an enlargement, such hyperfinite dimensional subspaces exist. If H

is a separable Hilbert space and {elF e2,. . . } is an orthonormal basis, let S =

*-span {*e1, *e2,. .. , *eu} where cj is an infinite positive integer. It is easy

to verify that S is a hyperfinite dimensional subspace containing H.

Now let H be a separable Hilbert space.  Let C denote the field of complex

numbers, Z the set of integers, and TV the set of positive integers.  Let st denote

the standard part operator on *C and if a, ß € *C and a - ß is infinitesimal, we

write a =1 ß. Ifp.qG *H and *\\p - q\\ =j 0, we write p ~ q. Similarly if A

and D are *-bounded operators on *H, we write A ~ D if *IU -D\\ =j 0. Let

B denote the closed unit ball in H. Finally all projections considered on H are

assumed to be orthogonal, and in order to avoid confusion, the adjoint of an

operator T is denoted by 7*.

Let 5 be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that SDH and let

SKS1) be the algebra of *-linear operators A on S such that * IL4II is a finite ele-

ment of *R. If A S 3l(S), it is easy to verify that A induces a bounded operator

A on S by setting

A(it(p)) = n(A(p)).

The following result is elementary and the proof is left to the reader.

Lemma 1.1.  Let S be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that S

DH, let A, De ?I(5), and X E fin(*C). Then

(i)  llill = st(*IUII),

(Ü) A^+D = Â+D,
(iii) \4 = st(X)i,

(iv) AD = ÂD,

(v)  (i)# = (A
(vi) if A is a *-orthogonal projection on S, then Â is an orthogonal projec-

tion on S.

Now let T be a bounded operator on H.

Definition 1.2.   Let 5 be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that
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S D H and let A E 2l(S). If Â restricted to H is T, then Â is called a hyperfinite

extension of 7.

Let 5 be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that SDH and let

Ps be the *-orthogonal projection of *H onto S. Denote the restriction of

PS*T to 5 by *rs. Since *lPsl = 1, we have M*rsl < *l/s*7l < *ll*7ll =

llrll, so *TS E Sl(S). We denote the operator *TS on S by f5.

Lemma 13. If S is a hyperfinite dimensional subspace of H such that S

DH, then Ts is a hyperfinite extension of Tand II7^II = llrll.

Proof.   Let x EH. Then by assumption there exist p, q E S such that

p ~ *x and q ~ *(Tx). Then *Tp ~ *T(*x) = *(Tx) ~ ^ and *Ps*1\p) ~ »P^

= q. Thus fsCc) = fs(n(p)) = tt(*Tsp) = n(q) = Tx and fs extends T. By the

comments above II7^II < llrll and since fs extends Twe have III'll < II7^II.

Thus llrll = If,I.
Definition 1.4. Let S be a hyperfinite dimensional subspace of H such

that SDH. Then Ts is called the standard hyperfinite extension of T with re-

spect to S.

2. Selfadjoint, compact, and normal operators.

Lemma 2.1.   (7^)* = (7*)^ for any bounded operator T and any *-finite

dimensional subspace S of *H such that SDH.

Proof. The operator *TS is the restriction of PS*TPS to S and (*75)#

is the restriction of PS(*T)#PS = PS*(T*)PS to S. Thus (*TS)# = *(7*)s and

the result follows from Lemma l.l(v).

Lemma 2.2.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  7 is selfadjoint,

(ii) some hyperfinite extension of T is selfadjoint,

(iii) every standard hyperfinite extension of T is selfadjoint.

Proof.   Clearly (iii) implies (ii) and since the restriction of a selfadjoint

operator to an invariant subspace is again selfadjoint, (ii) implies (i). Finally if T

is selfadjoint, then Lemma 2.1 implies that every standard hyperfinite extension

is again selfadjoint, i.e., (i) implies (iii).

Lemma 2.3.   The following conditions are equivalent:

(i)  T is compact,

(ii) some hyperfinite extension of T is compact,

(iii) every standard hyperfinite extension of T is compact.

Proof.   Clearly (iii) implies (ii) and since the restriction of a compact

operator to an invariant subspace is again compact, (ii) implies (i). To show
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that (i) implies (iii) assume T is compact and S is a hyperfinite dimensional sub-

space of H containing H. Let e > 0. Then there exists a finite set {xlt x2,

...,xn}inH such that T(B) Ç (J"=1 {x E H: Ix - xt\ < e}.  Hence *T{*B) Ç

Ur=i {pE*H: *llp - *x,l < e} and it follows that TS(BS) ç \Jn=1 {x E S:

\\x - x¡\\ < e} where Bs is the closed unit ball in S. Thus Ts is compact.

Let w be an infinite positive integer, then the (external) cardinality of the

set {1, 2, ...,&;} is always greater than or equal to c. To see this note that for

each rE [0, 1] there exists kr E {1, 2, . . . , cj} such that st(fcr/o>) = r. We use

this observation in the proof of

Theorem 2.4.   Let S be a hyperfinite dimensional subspace of H contain-

ing H.

(i) If AE 21(5), then A is compact if and only if A(S) is separable.

(ii) T is compact if and only if TS(S) Ç H.

Proof, (i) Clearly if Â is compact then A(S) is separable.

On the other hand if A is not compact then for some e > 0 there exists a

sequence {xn} in S such that \\xn II < 1 for all n and l\Axn - Âxm II > e for all

n ¥= m. For each n pick pnES C\*B such that tf(pn) = xn and using the Nx-

saturation extend this to an internal sequence defined on *7V. Now there exists

an infinite positive integer o; such that pk E *B n S for all k < co and

*\\Apk -ApjW > e for all 1 </ < k < w. Thus {Â(ir(pk)): 1 < k < co} is a set

in A(5) with cardinality the same as the cardinality of {1, 2, . . . , cj} and such

that every pair of elements is at least e apart.  Since {1, 2, . . . , co} is not count-

able, this implies A(S) is not separable.

(ii) If Ts(§) Ç H, then 7^ is compact by (i) above and T is compact by

Lemma 2.3. On the other hand if T is compact, then p E fin(*//) implies that

for some xEHwe have *Tp ~ *x [10].  It follows easily that 7^(5) Ç H.

The situation for normal operators is more complicated. We recall a few

definitions.

Definition 25.   (i) T is said to be quasidiagonal if there is an increasing

sequence {En} of projections of finite rank such that En —> 1 (strongly) and

ll7£„-£'n7l->0.

(ii) T is said to be quasitriangular if there is an increasing sequence {En}

of projections of finite rank such that En —•*■ 1 (strongly) and II7ZT„ - EnTEn II

-+0.

Both definitions are due to Halmos ([4] and [5]). Note that every quasi-

diagonal operator is quasitriangular.  Recall that a closed subspace of H is said to

be reducing for T if it is invariant for both T and 7*. Thus T is quasidiagonal

(quasitriangular) if and only if there are sufficiently many "almost reducing"

("almost invariant") finite dimensional subspaces. It is easy to show [5] that
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compact operators and normal operators are quasidiagonal.

The following theorem is proved by Halmos [4] in the quasitriangular case.

The proof in the quasidiagonal case is analogous.

Theorem 2.6 (Halmos).   (i) 7 is quasidiagonal if and only if there is a

sequence {En} of projections of finite rank such that En —* 1 (strongly) and

IITEn -EnT\\—»0.

(ii)  7 is quasitriangular if and only if there is a sequence {En} of projec-

tions of finite rank such that En —* 1 (strongly) and \\TEn - EnTEn II —+ 0.

In other words both definitions in 2.4 are unchanged if the requirement

that the sequence of projections be increasing is dropped. The following lemma

is a simple consequence of Theorem 2.5.

Lemma 2.7.    (i) T is quasidiagonal if and only if there exists a *-finite dimen-

sional subspace S of *H such that SDH and *TPS ~ PS*T.

(ii) 7 is quasitriangular if and only if there exists a *-finite dimensional

subspace S of *H such that SDH and *TPS ~ PS*TPS.

Lemma 2.8. T has a normal standard hyperfinite extension if and only if

T is normal.

Proof.   Assume that Ts is a normal standard hyperfinite extension.  Since

(fs)# = (J^)s botn TS and (Ts)# Ieave H invariant. Thus H is a reducing sub-

space for Ts and since 7 is the restriction of fs to H, 7 is also normal.

Assume 7 is normal. Then 7 is quasidiagonal and by Lemma 2.7 there

exists a *-finite dimensional subspace S of *H such that S DH and *TPS ~ PS*T.

Now 05* = Cf% by Lemma 2.1, so 7S(7S)# = fs(F)s = (*TS*(T#)ST.
Similarly (fs)*fs = (*(T*)S*TS)~. Thus in order to show that fs is normal,

it is sufficient to show that (.PS*TPS)(PS*(T*)PS) ~ (PS*(T#)PS)(PS*TPS). But

since *TPS ~ PS*T, we have (PS*TPS)(PS*(T#)PS) ~ PS*T*(T#)PS =

PS*(TT#)PS = PS*(T*T)PS ~ (PS*(T#)PS)(PS*TPS).

Example 2.9.  Even if 7 is normal it does not follow that every standard

hyperfinite extension of 7 is normal. For example let 7 be the two-sided shift,

i.e., Tis defined on l2(Z) and Tek = ek+1 where {ek: k E Z) is the usual ortho-

normal basis on l2(Z). Pick co an infinite positive integer and let S = *-span of

{*ek: -co < k < oj}. Then *l\*ej = *ew + 1,so *Ts(*eJ = 0 and

*(T*)s*TS(*eJ = 0- But*rs*(7*)s(*0 = *^(*^-i) = *^- Thus

(7ff)#7s(ff(*w)) * 0 and 7s(7iS)#(7r(eOJ)) = 0, hence fs is not normal.

Recall that an operator T is said to be subnormal if it has a normal exten-

sion.  It is easy to verify that an operator on a separable Hilbert space is sub-

normal if and only if it has a normal extension to a separable Hilbert space.
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Theorem 2.10. T has a normal hyperfinite extension if and only if T is

subnormal.

Proof.  Assume T is subnormal. Then we may assume H is a subspace of

a separable Hilbert space K and that T has a normal extension Q on K. Further

since K is separable we may assume K E M. Since K is normal it is quasidiagonal,

so there is a *-finite dimensional subspace V of *K such that VDK and *QPV ~

PV*Q.

Since both H and K are separable, there is an isometry <ï> of K onto H. Let

S be the image of V under *3>. Then 5 is a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H.

We assert that S DH. To see this let x E H and let z = <ï>_1jc. Since F I?* there

exists q E V such that q ~ *z. It follows that <&q ~ <i>*z = *(3>z) = *jc, and so

SDH.

Next let {ek: k EN) be a fixed orthonormal basis in H. For each k EN,

pick pkES and <?k G K such that pfc ~ *ek and <?fc ~ *efc. For k,j EN with

A; ?&/, we have *(pk, p¡) =x *<*efc, *«y) ■ 0, thus by applying the Gram-Schmidt

process to {pk. k E N] we may assume *(pk, p.) = 0 for k #/. Similarly we

may assume *<#k, q¡) = 0 for k,j EN and & #/.

Now for each n E N let An be the set of all *-linear mappings d of V onto

S such that Bqk = pk for it = 1, 2, . . . , n and 1 - 1//J < *I0 K 1 + 1/n.

Clearly each set An is nonempty and internal. Hence by Nj -saturation there

exists * G (\&NAn ; so * is a ""-linear mapping of V onto S such that V(qk) =

pfc for all k E N and * II* I «, 1. Note that if q and q E V n finí*/?) then it

follows from the parallelogram identity that *{q, q') =l H^q, *?'>.

We define a mapping^ of S into S by Ap = tyPv*Qty~ip. Clearly .4 is *-linear

and * IU IK * 11*0II + e for any real positive e. Thus A E 21(5). In order to

show that Â extends T we have to show that if x E H and q E V with q ~ *x,

then tyq ~ *x. So assume x = 2keN xkek E H and q E V such that *x ~ q.

Then for every e > 0 there exists n such that II* - 2£=1 xkek II = a < e. Hence

*II*jc - 2^=i xk*ek II = a and since *ek ~ qk for each k and q ~ *x, we have

*\\q - 'lTk=l xkqk\\ =j a, so *\\<Hq - ££«, xfcpkll   -, a.    Then

*ll*i - 2£=i xfcekll =j a and it follows that *\Wq - *x\\ < 2e for every real

positive e. Hence tyq ~ *x.

Now we show that Â extends T. In order to do this it is sufficient to show

that Âek = Tek for all kEN. UkEN, then Âek = Ân(pk) = n(Apk). But

*-1(Pk) = <7* and *ß(<7fc) ~ •&%) = *(Tek), so Pv*Qqk ~ *(7<?k). By the

observation above /lpfc = VPv*Qqk ~ *(7efc) andv4(ek) = 7efc.

It remains to show that A is normal.    Define D on S by Z)p =

*7JK*Ö#*~V- We assert that D ~ A*. To see this let p, p E S such that

*\\p\\ = *\\p' 11=1. Then
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HAp, p) = *<*7Vß*~ V P) =1 *(PV*Q*~1P, ¥~ V>

= *<*-V. /,K*ß#*"Ip'> =1 *<a *pv*qH-y > = *<p, V>.
Hence D ~ /I*.

Finally we show that Â is normal. Since A* = A* = D, it is sufficient to

show that for p E ñn(*H) n S we have ¿Dp ~ £Up. If p G fin(*//) n 5, then

ADp = 0WV*Ö*-1XWK*ß#*-V) = VPv*QPv*QH-ip. Since /V*ß ~
*QPV we have ^4Dp ~ *PK*ß*ß#*_1p and since ß is normal ADp ~

WK*ß#*ß*~y   But *_1p = PyV^p and ¿V*ß ~ *ßPK, hence

¿Dp ~ *Pv*Q#Pv*QV-1p

= *PK*ß#*_1^PK*ß*~V = D^P-

This ends the proof of Theorem 2.10.

3. Spectrum of hyperfinite operators. We introduce the following notation.

If ß is an operator on a Hilbert space H, then A(ß) is the spectrum of Q, UQ(Q)

is the point spectrum of ß (eigenvalues of ß), and n(ß) is the approximate point

spectrum of ß (X E fl(ß) if for every e > 0 there exists x E H such that llxll =

1 and IIÖJC - AjcIK e). Note that if X G A(ß)\II(ß) then the range of ß - X7

is a proper closed subspace of H.

Theorem 3.1.   Let S be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that

SDH and let A E 8l(S).  Then A(Â) = U0(Â).

Proof.  First assume X G Tl(Â). Then for every n E N there exists pn E

S such that * \\pn II = 1 and * Upn - Xp„ H< 1/m. It follows by Nj -saturation

that there existspES such that * lip II = 1 and Ap ~ Xp. Hence A(ir(p)) =

Xtt(p) and X G fl0(i).

Now suppose there exists X G A(A)\ 11(4). Then the range of A - X/ is a

proper closed subspace of S so there exists z ES such that llz II = 1 and

<(i - \I)x, z) ■ 0 for all x G S. Denote A - \I by AK. Pick wES such that

* llwll = 1 and ir(w) = z. Then (Ax(p), w) =x 0 for all p E fin(*//) n 5. Ifv4x

is not 1-1 on S, then since 5 is ""-finite and Ax is *-linear, there exists pES

such that * lip II = 1 and AKp = 0. But then i(îr(p)) = Xîr(p) and X G no(i) Ç

U(Â) which is a contradiction. Hence Ax is 1-1 on 5 and so for some q E S we

have Axq = w. Now if q E fm(*H), then 1 = *llwll2 = <Axq, w) =1 0 which

is impossible. But if *ll^rll is infinite, then AK[(l/*\\q\\)q] = (l/*ll<7 ll)w ~ 0 and

(Â - \iyn[(l/*ïïq\\)q] - 0. Again X G fl0(4) which is a contradiction. Thus

A(i) - II(i) = n0(i).
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Note that if Â is a hyperfinite extension of T, then 11(7) Ç 11(4) = A(Â) =

U0(A).  For standard hyperfinite extensions we can say more.

Theorem 3.2.  If fs is a standard hyperfinite extension of T, then A(7)

ÇA(TS) = U0(TS).

Proof.  By Theorem 3.1 we have A(TS) = n^T^) and by the observation

above 11(7) Ç A(fs). Suppose X E A(7)\n(7). Then there exists zEH such

that Hz» = 1 and <z, (7 - \I)x) = 0 for all x E H. Now if p E im(*H) n S,

then <*z, (*T- X/)p> = 0 so (Ps*z, Ps(*T-\I)p) =j 0. Thus if w = Ps*z,

then <w, (*TS - \I)p) =1 0 for all p E fin(*/7) D S. Using the argument given

above in the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.1, it follows that X E Il0(7).

Examples 3.3.  (i) We give an example of a hyperfinite extension Â of an

operator T such that A(7) (£ A(A). Let T be the shift operator on /2(A0 (Tek =

ek+1 for all k E N). Then T is subnormal, indeed T has an extension to the shift

operator Q on l2(Z). Since Q is a unitary operator, it is easy to verify that in

this case the hyperfinite extension A constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.10

is also a unitary operator. Thus A(i) Ç {X E C IXI = 1}, but A(7) = {A G C:

IXKl}.

We give an example of an operator T and a standard hyperfinite extension

fs such that A(7) =£ A(fs).  Let T be the shift operator on l2(Z) and let fs be

the standard hyperfinite extension constructed in Example 2.9. Then 0 G

A(fs)\A(7).

Theorem 3.4. // T is quasitriangular then there exists a standard hyper-

finite extension fs such that A(7) = A(fs).

Proof.   Let S be a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H such that SDH

and *TPS ~PS*TPS. If X G A(7y) then by Theorem 3.1 there existspES such

that *ll/?ll = 1 and Ps*Tp ~ Xp. But *Tp ~ Ps*7p, so *Tp ~ Xp. It follows

by a simple application of the transfer principle that X G 11(7). Thus A(fs) Ç

A(7) and by Theorem 3.2 we have A(fs) = A(7).

Note that the proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that if T is quasitriangular then

A(7) = n(7). This was first shown by Deddens [3]. It is an interesting question

whether for an arbitrary bounded operator T there exists a standard hyperfinite

extension fs such that A(7) = A(TS).

The following result is a partial answer to a question posed to the author

by W. A. J. Luxemburg.  If 5 is a *-finite dimensional subspace of *H and A E

31(5), let £t4) = { X G *C: there exists pES with * lip II = 1 and Ap = \p}, i.e.

E(A) is the set of ""-eigenvalues of A.

Theorem 3.5. If T is quasitriangular there exists a *-finite dimensional

subspace S with SDH and A E 2l(S) such that A ~ *TS and sti^/i)) = A(7).
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Proof. By Theorem 3.4 there exists a standard hyperfinite dimensional

extension 75 of 7 such that no(7y) = A(fs) = A(7). Assume A(7) is infinite

and pick a countable dense subset {Xfc: k E N] of A(7).

We show first that for every n E N there exists An E 3l(S) such that An ~

*TS and E(AN) D{X,, X2.X„}. Since n0(f5) - A(7S) = A(7), for each

k E N there exists xkE§ such that fak II = 1 and fs(xk) = X^.  For each k

pick pkES such that * llpk II = 1 and n(pk) = xk. Thus *Tspk ~ Xkpk for each

k E N.  Now let nEN. Since {xi, x2,. .. ,xn} is linearly independent, it

follows that {pv p2, ■ . . , p„} is ""-linearly independent (Theorem 1.8 of [6]).

Let Sn = *-span of {pv p2,. . . , pn} and let Pn be the ""-projection of 5 onto

*n-

Let p G fin(*tf) n Sn. Then p = 2£=1 afcpfc and each ak E (in(*R). If

to the contrary some ak is infinite, let

b = max{ Ifljl, la2l, .. . , \an\}.

Then Z£=i (ak/b)pk = (l/6)p ~ 0 and so 2£=1 &t(ak/b)xk = 0 which contra-

dicts the independence of the set {*,, x2, •.., *„}, since for some k, \st(ak/b)\

= 1. Define the ""-linear mapping Qn on Sn by ß„(22=i akpk) = 2^=1 ak\Pk

for all flj, a2,. . . , an E *C and seM„ = ß„P„ + *TS(I-Pn). Now if p G S

and * lip II = 1, then A„p - *Tspn = (ß„ - *Ts)Pnp. But * ll/>„p|| < 1, so Pnp

= 2£=1 afep^ where afc is finite for each &. Thus

(Qn - *TS)P = i ak(\kPk - *TsPk) ~ 0

since \kpk ~ *Tspk for each k. It follows that An ~ *TS and clearly {X,, X2,

...,\n}EE(A„).

Hence for each nEN there exists An E 21(5) such that An(pk) ■ Xfcpk for

* » 1, 2,..., n and *ll*7^ ~An\\< ri~K It follows by «rsaturation that

there exists A E 2l(S) such that A ~ ""75 and ¿pfc = \kpk for all )t G N. Thus

£(/!) D {X^: k EN] and so st(£U)) D{Xk: k EN}. But since E(A) is an in-

ternal set, st(E(A)) is closed. Thus st(E(A)) D {Xk:kEN} = A(7). On the

other hand let X G E(A). Since IXI < * \\A II < * IIT^ II + 1, we have that X is

finite. Pick pES such that * Up II = 1 and Ap = Xp. Then Âir(p) = T^í» =

st(X)7r(p) and st(X) G fl^Ty). Since n0(7s) = A(7), we have that st(X) is in

A(7). Hence st(£L4)) ç A(7) and thus st(£t4)) = A(7).

Finally note that if A(7) is finite, say A(7) = {Xj, X2,. . . , X„}, then we

may take A = An above.

4.  Spectral theorem for a bounded self adjoint operator. There have been

previous nonstandard proofs of the spectral theorem for a bounded selfadjoint

operator. In particular, there is a proof by A. Bernstein [1]. The interest of
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the proof presented here is that it is short and makes essential use of the exter-

nal projection of S onto H.

Let T be a bounded selfadjoint operator on H and let S be any *-finite

dimensional subspace of *H such that SDH. Then *TS is ""-selfadjoint on S and

Ts is a selfadjoint extension of T to S. Now if V is a finite dimensional inner

product space and Q is a selfadjoint linear transformation of V into itself, there

exist an orthonormal basis {e1, e2,. . . , en} of V and {Xj, X2, . . . , X„} CR

such that

(i) Xj < X2 < • • • < X„ and

(ii) Ô(2"_j a¿e¡) — 2"_j a¡K¡ei for all choices of a1, a2,. . . ,an in C.

Hence there exists a *-orthonormal basis {#,, i¡/2, . . . , ^w} for S and a *-finite

set {Xj, X2,.. . , Xw} Ç *R such that

(i) \¡ < Xi+1 for i = 1, 2,. . . , co - 1 and

(ii) *rs(2J" j a$¡) = 2," ! fyXjiífj for any internal ""-finite sequence {al,

a2,...,au}C*C.

In particular *Ts\¡j¡ = X,.^. and since *I*rsll < Il T II it follows that X,. is

finite for / = 1, 2,. . . , co. For each real ju and n E N define S(p, n) to be the

""-span of [\pk: \k<p + n-1} and F(p, n) to be the ""-projection of 5 onto

S(p, n). Now FQi, ri) = 0 if Xfc > u + ri~l for all k, and for each p. the sequence

{FQi, «)} is a monotone decreasing sequence of projections on S. Define EQi) to

be the strong limit of FQi, n). Then {E(jx): u E R} is the spectral resolution for

Ts. More precisely:

Theorem 4.1.   (i) E(p) = 0 if p < 171 and EQÏ) = I if II711 < ju.

(Ü) E(jj)E(a) = E(o)E(jjl) = f'íminía, p.)) for all p., a ER.

(iii)  E(u)Ts = TsE(u)allpER,

(iv) (*(£•(/?) - £-(a)) < fs(E(ß) - E(a)) < ß(E(ß) - £■(«)) if a, ß ER with

a<ß.

(v) lim^a+£(M) = £'(a).

Proof,   (i) This is immediate since stCM^II) = Bfsll = llrll.

(ii)  Let u, a E R and nEN, then

FQjl, n)F(a, n) = F(a, n)F(p, n) = KminCu, a), n).

Hence Fiji, n)F(a, ri) = F(a, ri)FQi, ri) = f\min(ji, a), ri). Now taking limits we

obtain (ii).

(iii)  Let p E R and n E N. Then FQi, ri)*Ts = "T^Fíju, ri), hence

F(p, ri)Ts = TsFQi, ri) and taking limits we obtain (iii).

(iv) Let a, ß E R with a < ß and n G N. Then

(a + it^Xm ") - m «)) < *Ts(F\ß, n) - F(a, ri))

<(ß + n-1)(F(ß,n)-F(a,ri)).
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Again (iv) follows by applying the A operation and taking limits.

(v) Finally if a G R then {F(p, ai): p G R, p > a and n G N} is cofinal

with {F(a, n): n EN}. Hence (v) holds.

Now let P be the (external) projection of S onto H. Since 7S leaves H in-

variant, it is easy to show that P commutes with each projection E(p). Hence if

G(p) is the restriction of PE(p) to H for each iiER, then {G(p): p G /?} is the

spectral resolution for 7.
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